Truss Tech, Inc.
Manufacturer of Quality Engineered Floor & Roof Trusses
18541 Parkway Melfa, Virginia 23410
Phone: 757-787-3014 Fax: 757-787-1161

POLE BUILDING PACKAGES:
A typical package will include roof trusses with a 4/12 pitch @ 4'-0" o.c. 1'-0" top chord
overhangs on all sides including gable ends. A panelized roof system to serve as purlins @ 2'-0"
o.c. the purlins will be 2x4 syp. The roof panels are generally 8' x 8' and minimize the labor spent
installing loose purlins one major advantage to this system is that the roof can be pre-assembled
on the ground and gang lifted either in sections or the whole system depending on the size of the
crane into place minimizing crane time in some cases to less than one hour. Keep in mind the roof
will still require loose bracing for webs, gable ends & bottom chord, which we supply as loose
material and can be installed after the roof is set.
We provide a panelized wall system which includes the outer supporting ring beam, 2x4
purlins @ 2'-0" o.c. and lateral bracing for the building. We also include truss headers to be
installed over the large door openings. The panel sizes are dependent upon your pole spacing
which is generally 6'-0" o.c and the height of the building. The wall panels will be 2'-0" shorter
than the height of the building to allow for a pressure treated purlin to be installed at grade which
we do not provide. Any materials installed within 2'-0" of grade will need to be treated the only
treated material we provide are the poles.
The poles will be 6x6 with a marine grade treatment approx. 6'-0" o.c. We include any
non treated purlins that will be needed to supplement our panel system and any other necessary
loose framing material including a 2x10 inner ring beam and 2x6 sub-fascia / rake boards. The
package includes a specialized fastener for installing the panels which will substitute any thrubolts or lag screws that a typical pole building would require and saves a considerable amount of
time in labor, we also include any required mechanical fasteners such as hurricane ties.
The package includes a standard sized rollup door, residential overhead garage doors are
not available from Truss Tech. We do not include any windows or personnel doors however our
panels can be modified on site to accommodate those openings we do not make any allowance for
the openings other than with regard to pole placement if we know in advance where they will be
installed. Roofing and siding materials are a classic rib 29ga. painted metal with a 45yr. finish
which includes ridge cap, foam closures, rake trim, outside corners, f/j channel, j channel, rodent
guard and any other necessary accessories including fasteners. We do not include soffit or fascia
trim in our package. If your would like to substitute vinyl siding we can remove the metal pricing
and re-price with 7/16" osb sheathing to be sided over, again the lower 2' will need to be a treated
plywood which we do not supply. We also include detailed CADD drawings and layouts
including a placement diagram and provide any technical support needed to get through the
project.
-For more information please contact Tom or Ed
Tel: 757-787-3014 Fax: 757-787-1161 email: tom@trusstech.net

